After Diaspora* initially has been released to a broader publichas ensured itself further funding, and has built up an organizational structure, the further development of its software slowed down. In May 2012, the founders participated with the project in a commercially oriented startup programm but acknowledged shortly thereafter that they will backtrack from their leading role in the further development and Diaspora* will be fully released to the community.
Although, Diaspora* certainly failed challenging Facebook and other commercial social media, we can learn from this example what potentials, limitations, and threats might come along with building privacy sensitive alternatives to a corporate Internet. There are comparable approaches to building and establishing alternative sns, such as Friendica, Libertree, and identi.ca, however, Diaspora* is an particularly interesting example since it focused on the privacy discourse to pronounce its alternative quality and has attracted public attention therefore. This is interesting because, as I will try to show, privacy issues are a problem that contemporary commcercial social media cannot really escape.
In the course of this chapter, I describe Diaspora*'s way of production by pointing out its alternative character as part of the free software and copyleft movement. Second, dominant theories of privacy related to individual control, exclusion, and property are introduced. Third, the problem of privacy in capitalism is described wherein dominant concepts of privacy will be contextualised on behalf of a critical political economy analysis that refers to the Marxian concept of ideology critique, Marx's differentiation between a societal sphere of production and a societal sphere of circulation, and his analysis of capitalist fetishisms. Fourth, taking into account the problem of privacy in capitalism, the alternative potential of Diaspora* is evaluated. Finally, a brief outline of a Marxist theory of privacy is proposed.
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The Alternative Social Networking Site Diaspora* Diaspora* looks similar and provides features akin to those of well-known commercial snss. In terms of social privacy, i.e. privacy relative to other sns users (Raynes-Goldie 2010), Diaspora* allows users to specifically assign to different groups various access opportunities in terms of their own activities on the sns. Diaspora* cannot be described as an alternative to existing snss in terms of these elaborate settings for social privacy, but one the one hand in its funding model, which was initially based on donations instead of advertising and is now completely based on voluntary free work of the free software
